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Gesa Credit Union Partners
with Avtex to Create Seamless
Member Experience After
Merger with Inspirus
About GESA Credit Union
Since its founding in 1953, Gesa
Credit Union has grown from a small
part-time office into the secondlargest credit union in Washington—
with 27 brick-and-mortar locations
across the state. As a not-for-profit
community-chartered credit union,
Gesa maintains a strong focus on
meeting its members’ evolving
needs throughout their financial
lifecycle. At the heart of the credit
union’s mission is its motto: “people
helping people.” Gesa believes
in empowering its members, and
it focuses its service approach
on teaching sound financial
management practices.

At-a-Glance
•

CX Journey Mapping

•

Omnichannel Contact Center
Deployment and Support

•

24/7 contact center assistance

•

82% conversion rate of
merging Inspirus members
to new mobile app

•

Less than 2% member attrition
during integration

Find out how Avtex can help your business.

Category

Industry

Services Provided

CX

Financial
Services

CX Journey Mapping, Contact Center
Deployment, IVR Modernization

Challenge Overview

Merging Two Brands to Create One Seamless
Member Experience
Merging companies is never an easy task—especially when it requires
deploying a brand-new joint experience to both sets of members. So,
when Inspirus and Gesa credit unions announced they were joining forces,
focus turned immediately to how they could continue to best serve both
of their member bases moving forward.
For years, both Inspirus and Gesa staked their growth strategies on
exceptional member experiences, and both strategies received high marks
from their respective member groups. But their member service models
utilized very different engagement strategies. Inspirus focused on virtual
banking channels, while Gesa prioritized it’s in-branch member experience.
As a result, Gesa and Inspirus knew they would need to create a joint
strategy that would place member expectations as the North Star guiding
their go-forward member experience.
Gesa and Inspirus turned to Avtex to better understand their existing
member and employee journeys and to design a modernized member
experience strategy under the Gesa brand. Their specific goals for the CX
integration included: (1) increasing engagement with members, especially
through the Gesa Express Digital Banking app, and (2) limiting legacy
Inspirus member attrition.
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“From the start, Avtex took the time to understand the unique
challenges at play during our merger—and how we could
leverage the right CX solutions to alleviate those challenges
for our team members and our membership.”
NATALIA HAN | VP OF VIRTUAL BRANCHING, GESA CREDIT UNION

The Solution

Charting a New Course for an Omnichannel Member Experience
To begin the integration process, Gesa partnered
with Avtex to bring in CX consultation expertise to
map current member journeys and touchpoints for
each credit union. They chose Avtex for its deep
experience with Gesa’s business and with credit
union CX best practices. Once they identified these
existing journeys, they charted a new course for a
new ultimate combined member experience that
augmented traditional approaches to member service
with virtual contact opportunities, digital delivery of
services, and online transactions.
As part of this future-state strategic exercise, the
integration team pinpointed each touchpoint that
would need to change, as well as the logistics and

communications each change would require to better
inform and prepare members for a seamless transition.
This experience planning exercise also included
an employee experience component. By carefully
considering the employee journey and how employee
workflows would be disrupted by the new approach,
Avtex and Gesa were able to outline an employee
experience that balanced new workloads and enabled
them to support each new member experience initiative.
Since contact center employees would serve as the
front lines of the new member experience, training and
technology investment were focused on augmenting
the contact center team to enhance performance and
handle higher call volumes.

Reimagining the Modern Credit Union Call Center
Both credit unions moved to Avtex for their telephony needs, as Avtex already managed Gesa’s existing
system. In order to support a more robust selection of self-service options under the combined brand, Avtex
helped Gesa introduce powerful new features including:

•
•

Place-in-line and call-back options to ease the user interface
Bots to provide quick answers to common questions via chat

Avtex, A TTEC Digital Company
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The Results

Bridging Member Loyalty to
a New Member Experience
Avtex helped Gesa exceed its goal to increase member
engagement through its app. Of nearly 80,000 new
Inspirus members who were transitioned to the Gesa
Credit Union family as part of the merger, 82% adopted
the app—much higher than the initial 50% goal the
combined organization set for itself. Additionally, the
Gesa team was pleased that the member experience
blueprint Avtex created for credit union members
allowed the organization to meet a high bar for legacy
member attrition. Throughout the transition, Gesa was
able to minimize service disruption and effectively
communicate the value of the new tools and capabilities
that would now be available. Moving forward, the new
Gesa organization has a more holistic understanding of
its members’ preferences and a strengthened ability to
deliver personalized member engagements that align
with those preferences.
From an employee perspective, a high-touch training
approach streamlined the onboarding process for legacy
Inspirus contact center agents and set the tone for

a shared philosophy and accountability structure that
enabled the new expanded team to emerge from the
merger as one unified team.
Today, Gesa Credit Union members can get all their
needs met virtually—with the exceptions of getting cash
or a debit card, which both still take place in branch.
This digitally driven business model now offers valuable
competitive differentiation in a saturated banking
marketplace by engaging every member in their preferred
channels and allowing the organization to better live out
its mission—“people helping people.”

“Avtex helped us think through every aspect of our contact center transformation—from
the employee experience to the multitude of channels we wanted to offer our members.
Now we are able to provide our members the seamless virtual banking experiences they
crave as we continue to design future virtual solutions.”
NATALIA HAN | VP OF VIRTUAL BRANCHING, GESA CREDIT UNION
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Future Plans

Building Out a Next-Gen Lending Experience
In the coming months, Gesa plans to bolster its digital strategy with a new
more “virtual” face for the Gesa brand through the rollout of new video
banking channels and virtual assistants. Even in the branch locations,
new branding will reinforce the credit union’s new digital direction.
Once the virtual branch is fully operational, Gesa plans to pivot to its
next big project: delivering a digital lending experience. Throughout this
evolutionary process, Gesa will lean on Avtex to deliver the member
research, design, and orchestration expertise to continue to deliver the
best member experience possible.

About Avtex
Avtex, A TTEC Digital company, is a full-service Customer Experience (CX) consulting and solution provider focused on
helping organizations create better experiences for their customers. With an unparalleled breadth of knowledge and
experience, and partnerships with leading technology vendors like Microsoft and Genesys, we are uniquely suited to
address any CX challenge.
Our portfolio of solutions and services supports our unique approach to Customer Experience, which includes two key
phases to achieving CX Transformation.
•

Our CX Design solutions and services aid in the process of defining and improving CX. From journey mapping
to CX design thinking, we provide the support you need to set the foundation for CX success.

•

Our CX Orchestration solutions and services enable the realization of your CX strategy through people,
processesand technology. From technology implementation to training, we ensure you have the capabilities to
execute your CX strategy.

Find out how Avtex can help your business.
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